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The Conference
This exciting conference was held in the 
magnificent medieval surroundings of York’s 
Guildhall. It was intended to be of use for 
everyone involved, or would like to get 
involved, in strengthening local democracy 
and effective citizenship including 
community activists,voluntary sector 

support providers and public 
authorities. The following pages give an 
indication of what happened on the day
and what participants thought of it. On this 
page are a few of the email responses 
received after the event.

Evaluating the day
The interest and turnout for the event was tremendous; nearly 150 booked and more 
were put on a reserve list. Although some did not turn up on the day others arrived without 
booking. We received 46 evaluation forms at the end of the event, the results of which are 
given in this report.

Hi
First of all, we would like to thank you for a 

very well organised conference.

We found the workshop to be of use and 

very friendly.

…….                        Once again thank you.

Great day in York made some good contacts and learned a lot.

Thank everyone for me who helped to put the event on please.

Hi all,

Thanks for involving us in the event on Friday, we both enjoyed the session, and feel there was some good informationsharing.
Must congratulate you and your team for

such a successful event.
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Networking Wall
On the Day there were a number of boards
available for delegates to pin structured 
thoughts and comments. The following 
comments were posted:

What are you, or your organisation doing 
currently to support local 
democracy and social action?

• Participation, workshop, involvement,  
 responsibility

• Barnsley Council – piloting, facilitating,  
 working together for change, courses.

• Make volunteering “sexy”

• Promote self-activity and take more 
 responsibility

• Educate X all “citizenship” – young  
 and older in schools now.

• Encourage more communication in local  
 groups and demand to be listened to.

• Take a hold on embracing the needs of  
 areas.

• Importance of education

• People need to be clear and vocal about  
 what they want.

• Development of a common bond within 
 communities.

What support do you need?

• More funding for lifelong learning.

• Democracy hubs may be the answer to   
 pulling things together.

• Need more credit and recognition

• Working together with Human Resources  
 through community cohesion.

• Need for clear simple planning to alleviate  
 confusion and barriers to involvement.

• We need to learn lessons from the past.  
 Without state, will our vulnerable to be   
 left to die?
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Learning To Make a Difference
Activists Speakers
After the Chair Jol Miskin of the WEA, ably 
welcomed everyone and gave an outline of 
the day, he introduced the first three 
speakers. These speakers were all local 
activists.

Chris Parsons - Yorkshire and the Humber Community 
Activists Panel, Eastfield Estate, Scarborough

Joe Armer - representative of York 
Youth Council

Yvonne Cass - Migrant Asylum Seeker
and Refugee Community Organisation

Participant Evaluation
Most people thought that the activist speakers were good or excellent.
The positive comments received included:
• Would like to have heard more from speaker 1
• Youth – vey impressed with this
• Inspiring
• Thought provoking
• Personal
• More opportunity to hear the activists would have been valuable

One person found it a “bit hard to hear some people” and only one other
felt it “could be better”.
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Key speaker
Active citizenship and lifelong learning
The keynote talk was given by John Field, 
Professor of Lifelong Learning and 
Co-Director of the Centre for Research
in Lifelong Learning at Stirling University. 
Here are some of his overhead slides.

Political openings

Freedom of information – Devolution - 
Lords reform – Security services reform 
- Electoral reform?

Political closure
• Long lists of detailed targets
• Changing objectives, invariably 
 specified in close detail
• New managerialism across public 
 sector
• 20 large intermediary bodies in lifelong
 learning spending over 43.7 billion
• A culture of cynicism in parts of 
 public life

Learning and active communities
• Learners are more likely to vote
• Learners are more likely to join
• Low literacy/numeracy are associated
 with loneliness and isolation

Intermediary organisations in lifelong 
learning, 2009 or 2010
Name Budget (=

spending,£m)
Number of
staff (FTE)

Number paid
over £100k

BECTA  60.8  279  7
HEA  26.6  114  1
HEFCE  7,891.2  265  4
IfL  5.7  49  Not published
LFHE  5.3  20  1
LSC  13,190.4  3,167  16
LSIS  147.7  139  1
LSN  32.9  204  1
LLUK  20.7  171  1
NIACE  27.1  250  1
NOCN  2.0  32  1
OFFA  0.4  4.8  1
QAA  11.3  127  1
SFC  1,765.3  124  2
SDS  180.7  1,438  1
UCAS  20,273  318  4
UKCES  89.9  100  2
UK Skills  8.7  33  1
UUK  9.3  82  1
WEA  29.8  733  1
Total  43,779  7,650  48+
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Learning and active communities

• Raising prison literacy reduces 
 reoffending
• Most types of learning raise civic
 participation
• Learning raises racial tolerance
• Family learning raises pupil 
 performance

Ten Recommendations

Base lifelong learning policy on a new 
model of the educational life course, with 
four key stages (up to 25, 25-50, 50-75, 
75+)

Rebalance resources fairly and sensibly 
across the different life stages

Build a set of learning entitlements

Engineer flexibility: a system of credit and
encouraging part-timers

Improve the quality of work

Construct a curriculum framework for 
citizens’ capabilities

Broaden and strengthen the capacity of 
the lifelong learning workforce

Revive local responsibility….
…within national frameworks

Make the system intelligent

Participant Evaluation
Again, most people thought that John Field’s presentation was good or excellent and only
one said it was poor. Two found it inspiring and another said it was “informative and
enjoyable”. Another three people thought John was authoritative, knowledgeable and
relevant although another commented “pity he had no solution”. A further two people
found his presentation too academic.

Critical challenges
• Building our civic society
• Localism and ‘Big Society’
• Extended, responsible democracy
• Ethics of public service.

Recommendation 6
Construct a curriculum framework for 
citizens’ capabilities

A common framework of learning 
opportunities should be created, aimed 
at enhancing people’s control over their 
own lives.

• An agreed framework for a citizens’ 
 curriculum should be developed, built 
 initially around a set of four 
 capabilities: digital, health, financial  
 and civic, together with employabilitiy

• In every area there should be a 
 minimum local offer which guarantees 
 access to the citizens’ curriculum 
 locally to meet diverse needs
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Key Points from the Presentations and Talk
After discussion on tables about the morning 
presentations, we’ve grouped the following 
comments from delegates under headings:

Learning for participation and social action
• Links between learning and active 
 citizenship.

• Local activism – motivation/participation

• Celebrate being an activist.

• Not focusing on negative “deprived area”.

• Knowing the difference that you can   
 make.

• Ensuring activists are recognising their   
 actions make a difference.

• Importance of informal learning/
 education.

• Importance of lifelong learning – health, 
 active in society etc. improvement in 
  people’s life.

• Importance of networking and learning  
 from each other.

Suporting young people
• Creating links with youth.

• Learning connects with our youth club. It  
 has big impact on young people. If they   
 are connected to education then they are
 connected to other activities throughout   
 the youth club.

• Youth Voice.

• The engagement of young people in 
 decision making/shaping of services is   
 essential to be fully inclusive in all 
 communities and to take ownership   
 rather than being told what they
 should be thinking/doing. They are to 
 inherit what we achieve today.

• Political education for young people. You
 said, we did. Public services empower
 as well.

• Listen to young people. Involve them –   
 safe places.

Funding and the cuts
• Promote what we already do and don’t 
 get too drawn into Big Society 
 expectations.

• Money is not the most important. Don’t 
 give in if no money.

• The Big Society is an opportunity for 
 people to take responsibility and create   
 many ways to deliver.

• How can we encourage ‘participatory   
 democracy’ in the face of market-led 
 economy.

• Taking forward participatory budget idea   
 for communities.

• Active citizenship needs support – lobby   
 MP’s re cuts.

• Cuts mean a reduction in offender 
 education whilst in custody.

• We must lobby our MP’s to keep funding 
 for the sake of our communities.

• Doesn’t cost a lot of money (cost it out?)

• Impact of budget cuts on levels of active
 citizenship amongst BME groups.

• Doesn’t cost a lot of money (cost it out?)

Public services
• Re-focus/refresh the role of public 
 services.

• Encourage equal dialogues.

• Big Society brings opportunities but the
 reason and ethics of public provision
 should not be lost all together (i.e. safety
 net for most vulnerable).

“Knowing the difference 
that you can make.”
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Fairness and equality
• Equality makes better societies

• Co-operative learning.

• More equal society a happier society!

• Inter-generational working and inclusion.

• Importance of addressing equalities.

• Learning = equality.

Education
• Literacy in prisons reduces re-offending –  
 stats show that according to age group ie  
 young to old, re-offending is greater until   
 mid 40’s. If no % shown by key speaker   
 the whole item lacks comparison 
 (McSherry).

• 1 Education, 2 meaningful consultation, 3
 Recognising, understanding contribution
 of individuals and organisations 
 (3rd sector).

• V.V. Important. Learning provision – civic
 participation, racial tolerance for
 prisoners/re-offending.

• Research and evidence needs to be 
 published to explain importance of 
 lifelong learning (health, crime, active   
 citizenship – link).

• Get active/lobbying.

• Be optimistic (it’s an opportunity).

• Prof John Field – ‘self opinionated
 academic’, little original thought,
 facetious comment on poor graphics.

• Chris Parsons – ‘keep it local’.

• Feedback on consultation is essential

• Joe Arnold – inaudible!

• If we talk we want to be heard.

• Lobby in next 2 weeks.

• More access for people power – people
 budgeting.

• Individuals and groups can be activists.

• Number of people here at event is a 
 massive resource. How can this be 
 harnessed?

• Give our views of what we see as 
 being the Big Society.

• Keep it simple. Lobby for things that need
 presenting or championing. Challenge.

• Local people need to be involved in local
 decision making.

• Local people need to be involved in order 
 to have local change - keep it simple!

• Empower through getting feedback

• Fighting sense of cynicism in public 
 sector.

• Critical friends.

• Get the language right! Don’t use jargon –
 start off with the right people – “activist”?

“Local people need to 
be involved in order to 
have local change - keep 
it simple!”

“Learning = equality.”
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Strengthening Democracy and 
Effective Citizenship
Morning Workshops
The following is a list of the workshop 
facilitators and presenters with a short 
feedback from those groups that provided 
one.

Workshop 1 - Campaigning and Social Action
The workshop explored people’s 
experiences of campaigning and what 
kinds of training and support are needed 
to become more effective in taking 
social action.

Facilitator
Mat Livingstone WEA

Inputs
Ian Wolfenden  Speak Up
Titus Alexander Democracy Matters/  
   Novas Scarman
Shirley Allen Jackson WEA: Making a 
   Change

Workshop 2 - Learning and Cohesion 
Activities
The workshop highlighted examples of 
projects that have tackled cohesion and 
inequalities in innovative ways, and then 
explored some key lessons for building 
cohesive communities.

Facilitator
Max Farrar

Inputs
Jill Mann  Together for Peace
Naveed Ahmad The Centre for Good 
   Relations
Aqila Choudhry &  People in Action/
Chani Batebajwe Skin Deep Group

Feedback
• Key Values: good, clear appropriate
  communication; and trust, respect  
 and acceptance.

• Develop learning about leadership 
 and cohesion for all especially the 
 young.
• Reach everybody in the 
 neighbourhood irrespective of
 age, ethnicityk, physical ability, 
 religion etc.
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Workshop 3 - The Action/Education Cycle
The workshop offered an opportunity to 
hear about some learning programmes 
that have supported and inspired people 
towards active citizenship. How can these 
initiatives be developed and made more 
widely available to strengthen participatory 
democracy?

Facilitator
Ross Chioso  Leeds Metropolitan  
    University

Inputs
David Ross   PINN (Solutions for 
   the Planet)
Vince Mancini   N Lincs Council 
   (Ambassador 
   Training programme)
Raquelle Sylvestre  Leeds Voice
& Marva Pryce

Feedback
• Start where people are at and support  
 them with what they want to do.
• Mechanism needed to pull all good 
 practice and ideas together
 – stronger voice
• Leadership skills; practical skills; 
 conflict resolution; facilitative skills;
 – needed for elected members and 
 citizens.
• Governance structures needed to be  
 “fit for purpose” and accessible.

Workshop 4 - Participative Democracy - 
involvement in service provision
A key focus for the new policy agenda is 
for service users and communities to play a 
stronger role in shaping or delivering 
services. This workshop outlined some 
successful examples of good practice, and 
explored how people can, if they wish to, 
increase their control over the way services 
are delivered to meet their needs.

Facilitator
Carol Brady  Barnsley

Inputs
Cindy Benton   City of York 
   (Neighbourhood 
   Management Pilot)
Ian Holmes   PANDA Ltd (Hull 
   based, parents)
Gerry Andrews  Little Horton Streets 
   Ahead NM 
   ProgrammeFeedback

• Central to cycle is to ensure 
 programmes are needs led, tailored
 and involve supportive relationship 
 building for disadvantaged/
 disenfranchised community.
• Needs to harness best practice 
 business models – important for
 sustainable development/creative 
 enterprise.
• Need to have clear focussed 
 sustainable impacts. Training that
 has practical elements makes a real 
 difference to people’s lives.
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Workshop 5 - Communities Led Planning
Communities are about to be offered a 
considerably stronger role in determining 
the decisions made about their 
neighbourhoods. Through case study 
examples, the workshop explored how we 
can ensure that local plans are genuinely 
community led, and also take into account 
key issues about fairness and equality

Facilitator
Mike Dando  Planning Aid

Inputs
Andy Petrie   Dewsbury CART
(and others) 
Karen Wood   East Riding (isolated 
   rural communities)
Claire Graham &  Leeds Gate
Eileen Lowther

Feedback
• Neighbourhoods – who makes the 
 definition?
• Who is best placed/responsible/able  
 to deliver services?
• How do citizens interact with their 
 sense of place?
  Technology
  Community
  Accessibility
  800 community activists
• Usual suspects? See them as a 
 community asset.

Workshop 6 - Place Based Democracy
Area or Ward structures are now seen as 
the place for local democratic dialogue. 
What are the opportunities and challenges 
in ensuring effective participatory 
democracy at a local level?

Facilitator
Mora Scaife  City of York Council

Inputs
Peter Powell   The role of parish 
   councils
Kay Bailey   Take Part York 
    Ward committees
Helen Watkiss et al  VOX research for  
   area committees

Workshop 7 - Action and Learning Through 
Community Networking
This workshop focused on the 
opportunities for shared learning, mutual 
support and joint action provided by groups 
working together in networks or federations. 

The key issues about effective
networking were explored through case 
examples, and the workshop asked how we 
can best support and develop networks as 
resources get scarcer.

Facilitator
Chris Parsons  Yorkshire and the 
   Humber Activists 
   Panel

Inputs
Peter Greenwood  Leeds Tenants
and Linda McNeil  Federation
Anne Smith &   York Residents’ 
Shirley Gumley  Federation 
Raymond Dove  Altogether Better 
   Champion

Feedback
• Communication – all levels (up 
 and down)
• Meeting other community members  
 face to face
• Building relationships
• Takes time to build networks
• Sharing and celebrating success 
 and learning
• Empowerment/knowledge
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Workshop 8 - Strengthening the Marginal 
Voice
As communities and the public sector 
adjusts to cuts and reduced services, is 
there a danger that some communities 
become even more marginalised from the 
mainstream? The workshop shared stories 
from groups that have successfully got their 
voices heard, and explored what lessons 
can be learned and what training and 
support is needed.

Facilitator
Graham Birkin  WEA

Inputs
Mark Goodwin &  WEA/Interview
Ahsan Sakandar  Skills project
Sarah Nicholson  York Youth Council
Archana Choksi  Oxfam’s Routes to  
   Solidarity project

Feedback
• Start where people are at and support  
 them with what they want to do.
• Mechanism needed to pull all good 
 practice and ideas together
 – stronger voice
• Leadership skills; practical skills; 
 conflict resolution; facilitative skills;
 – needed for elected members and 
 citizens.
• Governance structures needed to be  
 “fit for purpose” and accessible.

Workshop 9 - Using Social Media for 
Campaigning, Social Action and Political 
Engagement
The workshop focused on how social media 
(blogs, twitter, facebook and so on) can be 
used to support and enhance social action. 
Participants were able to find out the most 
effective ways of using social media to 
mobilise support, influence decision-makers 
and make change happen.

Facilitator
Liam 
Barrington-Bush Concrete Solutions

Inputs
Rose Farrar   WEA (Young Asian   
   people tackling race   
   inequalities)
Dawn Dale   Wybourne Be Heard

Feedback
• Spaces where people can meet 
 and mix
• Knowledge needed e.g. on likely 
 effects of benefit cuts
• Experts on tap not on top
• Ways of giving voice eg books, DVDs
• Make sure your message gets out in 
 a way that everyone can understand
• NO JARGON

Overall evaluation of workshops
In general, most people rated the workshops excellent or good, one thought theirs was 
poor and eight said it was fair. Most of the comments described them as interesting, 
informative, useful and with a good mix of ideas and discussion. One person felt they 
needed more time and a few thought participants were ‘sounding off’ or making “a 
business pitch”.
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Afternoon Open Space Workshops
Most of the afternoon was spend in an open 
space workshop conducted by Tony 
Herrmann of COGS without his notes. 
Participants were encouraged to identify 
issues they wished to discuss and then open 
groups were formed around those issues. 

The following were the issues with
feedback from them.

How can we help people with learning difficulties and disability to access employment?
• Families expectations
• Low expectation “norm”
• Narrow range of types of jobs e.g. start as Saturday job (learning job)
• Jobs part of the community – re: people walked to accessing local community.
• Networks – usually through people they knew.
• Learn/train – on “quiet days” and then integrate people
• Everyone came with individual needs, and people to apply common sense to engage  
 with them.
• Series of adverts in local Aldi’s
• Awards of employment of year nominated by employees through the Chamber of   
 Commerce.
• Benefits, barriers to employer. Get advice.
• Sought through family connections
• Other people stories, managers/promoting the person.
• Partnership working

How young people have a voice
• Going directly to the schools – all have a citizenship lead.
• Fire station – have a curriculum, so get YP in that way.
• YP like doing creative things to engage.
• Need to hear from other agencies about getting YP’s voice Health, Fire Service 
 and Police.

Are our examples of good practice still 
relevant in the context of the Big Society?
• Recognition of individuals
• Do groups just create another level/
 structure
• Are we not a group of individuals
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Impressed with Joe Armer for Youth. Would like to see this taken up over the country. For 
youth to engage with all levels of society and input influence politicians.
• In Bradford they have a youth parliament where discussions are listened to and this is  
 facilitated through the youth service.
• Youth alone cannot do this. Inter-generational working together.
• Older generation will have skills and experience. Need to harness this.
• Youth of York may not be aware of other youth groups. Needs co-ordination. The   
 speaker, Joe Armer’s presentation would be promoted nationally not aware local to 
 me of this.

Public physical space – where is it? Does it exist? Is it being privatised?
• Practical aspects – upkeep, definition
• Need for real costing – ie “not in it for money but for real value”
• Need to protect space – green space. Need to create more space.
• Reclaiming public space
• What makes a space public?
• Public space being taken; being utilised for private gain
• PFI – ‘protecting ‘community centres
• We need a campaign for public space!
• Public space free for ideas, meeting, culture

Rights of tenants. Do they have any?
• All landlords should be accredited. Fairness to all.
• Tenant empowerment has great results for estate’s and creates a sense of ownership.
• Tenants do have a voice and do make a difference
• Renting is a sensible valuable choice and does not mean you are a second 
 class citizen!
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Funding - will we be able to exist without it?
• Access – to meetings etc. Costs money = can be as simple as bus fare.
• Sustainability of community organisations = awareness of loan funding. Income   
 stream, asset ownership, housing, business premises etc.
• Wording/criteria = often off putting, shrouded in jargon. Funding application forms,
 communication/design= not for or by the community.
• Support to community organisations = interaction with local authority, assistance 
 from local authority.

The power of the individual to make a difference in local health provision.
• Problems with GP appointments – variation in different areas.
• Online medical records – question of confidentiality and data privacy.
• Literature not written with respect for different abilities.
• Power of LINK’s local involvement in health gives power to individuals.
• Information on options is essential – many do not have the capacity to find out about 
 the information provided.
• Use the media is you encounter problems
• ‘Community Champions’
• Conversation dialogue between people with like problems.
• Need to be able to identify the truth from the fake in assessing (?) medical information
  (particularly over the internet)
• Medical profession loathe to apologise in case they are sued.
• When visiting your GP provide a list of your problems and give him or her copy.
• How are individuals going to be supported in making a difference in health provision 
 when GP consortia and the Health White Paper make little reference to communities   
 and where is the synergy between health and well-being provision and the Big 
 Society agenda?

How we encourage new active citizens and keep them interested.
• Need a reason!
• Need to be developing constantly.
• Network..
• Celebrate achievement.
• People who are involved ask others why they aren’t involved.
• Ownership
• Keep moving, new focus
• Social networking
• Word of mouth/self promotion
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“Power can be taken, but not given. The act of taking it is empowerment”…and what does 
this mean re: Big Society?
• What is Big Society? - Implies grown up - civilised debate, justice, equality
• Divide and conquer
• is such an ‘empty’ idea - could it have a Trojan horse in it
• Have people fallen for it? Heard a lot of people repeating it
• Just rhetoric?
• tokenistic consultation
• Some basis ideas quite good
• there is no society
• Belonging, neighbourly, voluntary sector, funding under threat, -services on the cheap.
• Replace ‘public’ sector with ‘passionate’ sector
• Local authority – policy directives, where has it come from?
• Big Society – smaller welfare state? Double thing.
• Don’t accept Tory ‘Big Society’
• Rename and put forward a real alternative based on human values.
• Voluntary sector

Creating local democracy hubs – working together to support citizens action at a local 
level.
• Bringing residents together round a hook (eg tenants)
• A champion/activist
• Venues: - wangling spaces in different services eg ‘democracy
• Pub/café, community centres, workplace, schools.
• Networking: meeting together to share and learn from each other (‘round table’).
• Self-sufficiency, being financially independent, financing through income generation 
 (eg café).
• Focus on priority issues and make quick wins.
• Peer learning to share skills
• Using the internet and eg Upmystreet.com, they work for you. comand local network.
• Street reps
• Need connect local initiatives up and energise people through enthusiasm.
• Pull in resources and support from other agencies eg Universities, WEA, professions.  
 Local budgets accountable to the people in the area (LISPBB)
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Overall Evaluation of Open Space
9 participants thought the session was excellent, 24 said it was good, 8 fair and only one 
that it was poor. The following comments were among those received:
• Really useful to my practice will certainly take info away
• Democracy Hubs
• Very interesting listening to other peoples views
• Looking forward to feedback
• Individuals role in making a difference in health provision – good mix of knowledgeable  
 people in the group
• We made some useful contacts
• Well attended and interesting
• Good discussion and lot of interaction
• Excellent idea will use
• Worked very well
• Fantastic concept – needed more time
• Interesting – great chance to hear diverse views from diverse voices
• Helped to inform
• More useful
• 2 X Good idea
• Preferred structure: pos get QS in before to set up workshops.
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A Song for Social Action, by Ray Hearn

In the final session Ray Hearn summarised 
the day by composing and performing the 
following in an entertaining and powerful 
song.

Chorus (to the tune of ‘She’ll be coming round 
the mountain’)

B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y, B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y
They’re telling us it’s coming
I can hear the chorus humming
B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y

Cogs, cogs in our minds are spinning
What looked like dead ends could be new
beginnings

From here and there, from up and down
From city, estate, country and town
From squeezed communities all over the place
We’re swapping histories face to face
People with passion in an open space
Setting agendas and cutting to the chase
We’ve been talking the talk, we’ve been talking   
     the talk
In the poshest building in the whole of York
We’ve been stimulated, we’ve been inspired
Some imaginations have been re-fired

We’ve talked the talk so we can walk the walk
Power to the People, Soweto to York
Cogs, cogs in our minds still spinning
Yesterday’s dead ends, tomorrow’s new 
    beginnings
In an ancient building, in ancient York
Spirits of ancientness uncork
Old languages, old tongues unfork
New energies and a fresh kind of talk
Getting to the nub of the Big Society
Will it be benign or brutal and rioty?

The Big Society, the latest thing
Where are the catches? Where’s the sting?
Will it make the colder hearts less cold?
Will it care for us at all when we get old?
Is it just an excuse to shut everything down?
The incarnation of that minister’s frown?

‘…no such thing as Society’ Thatcher said
Have they turned that thinking over on its head?
Who knows the needs of your community best?
Local folk – there’s your litmus test

Activists and volunteers
Digging in doggedly throughout the years
Neighbours in engagement swapping ideas
Changing nappies whilst assuaging fears
Defying ignorance, challenging their peers

Closing ears to the cynics’ jeers
Making a difference, raising cheers
Defining progress whichever way it steers
Through every credit crunch and recession
Cocking a snook at the forces of oppression
Bringing together young and less young

Words of wisdom on every tongue
Defiant in the middle of associations
Often unaware of the correlations
Speaking up for themselves and others
In that good old language of sisters and
     brothers
That jarring idiom of network and committee

Necessary words, if not very pretty
The roughest diamonds, unsung heroes
Bringing in funding with lots of zeroes
Banging their heads against wall after wall
Teaching their children to stand up tall

‘Learners are much more likely to vote
And vice-versa’ quote, unquote
People power is a beautiful flower
It can root and blossom in a single hour
Pessimism of the intellect, but
Optimism of the will – it’s well put
It’s what Gramsci wrote somewhere, they say

Cantankerous optimists together OK!
All moving forward courtesy of RACLA
If today’s owt to go by it’s gonna be
SPECTACLA!
B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y, B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y
It’s coming yes it’s coming
We’re gonna set it humming
B-I-G-S-O-C-I-E-T-Y
Repeat till fade………………………!!
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Evaluation of Final Session
13 participants thought the session was excellent, 23 said it was good, 3
fair. The following comments were also received:
• 2 X Entertaining
• Feel enthused
• Great poem
• Enjoyed the song, great end to a productive networking day
• Enjoyed Ray’s performance
• Ray is a genius! Let’s get it into print
• Rap song brilliant
• Beautiful poem
• Song was fun and interesting to listen to
• Too much time spent organising – less time for the conversations
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How useful did you find the day in 
providing information and ideas?
          Score (10=excellent, 1=poor)
 10  5
 9  5
 8  14
 7  9
 6  3
 5  2
 Under 5  2
Comments
• I found the day interesting and useful.
• Open forum excellent.
• Most helpful. Will take forward/back to 
 my community.
• Great way to discuss issues, get new 
 ideas and suggestions on how to work 
 more effectively.
• Keep my spirits up. Great info
• Would like to do same in 6 months when
  Gov are more established. 
 Look at policies.
• John Field’s talk provided plenty of food 
 for thought – can we have an electronic   
 version of his PowerPoint?
• Useful info from workshop – hope to take  
 back and look at using in some of our 
 provision.

How useful was the day in making new 
contacts and networking?
          Score (10=excellent, 1=poor)
 10 7
 9  9
 8  7
 7  7
 6  3
 5  3
 Under 5  4
Comments
• Very useful. I would like to do this again.
• Made a few very valuable contacts.
• New acquaintances and useful contacts 
 made.
• Met some useful contacts to explore in 
 future.
• Met up with other people I have not seen 
 for some time.
• Met some good people.
• People were lovely & interesting 
 although some distance for mutual 
 support.
• Feeling shy today.

To what extent have you heard about or 
learned about approaches or projects that 
you might use in your work?
          Score (10=excellent, 1=poor)
 10  5
 9  5
 8  8
 7  7
 6  3
 5  5
 4  2
 3  1
 2  2
 1  1
Comments
• Business approaches/new ways of 
 partnership working (outside public, 
 VCS sectors)
• Some new ideas but quite a few 
 examples of things I know about. Our 
 key challenge is to being all this together.
• Social networking for campaigning.
• Contacts/networks for forward use.
• Some good suggestions.
• Liked open spaces.
• Wybourn Be Heard, Leeds Tenants Fed.
• Food was excellent too.
• Very informative
• Possibilities..
• Yes, thank you.
• Thank you.
• Apart from networking, can’t honestly 
 say I have new ideas.
• Not sure I got much of practical use that 
 I didn’t already know.

Overall – Participant Evaluation of the Day
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Did you find the day interesting and 
enjoyable?
          Score (10=excellent, 1=poor)
 10  9
 9  10
 8  8
 7  5
 6  1
 5  3
 4  1
 2  1
Comments
• Very enjoyable, always good to catch up  
 with what’s happening across the region.
• Will leave me with a lasting impression.
• Looking forward to the future.
• Very much.
• Good day. Very useful.
• Yes!
• Would have received 10 but venue 
 too cold.

Any Other Comments
• We enjoyed the range of people and   
 enthusiasm shown by all.
• A well informed initiative. The Big 
 Society. Is the word itself understood? 
 Is it really coming?
• Interesting, informative, energising and 
 thought provoking. Thanks!
• Good meeting. Share some great work.
• It would be very useful for this 
 organisation to aid in co-ordinating 
 regional responses to good practice to   
 nudge local authorities which are 
 exploiting ‘token’ community 
 consultation.
• Expand to council/councillors.
• Let’s have more work in isolation. So 
 very useful
• Really found it interesting, useful and 
 nice to talk to other likeminded people
• I would like to be able to contact the 
 group.
• Thank you for making it possible for me   
 to attend and benefit.
• Thank you for the invitation.
• Subsidy meeting halls too far. Got very   
 wet - Shame about the rain.
• Very very cold venue. Unable to 
 concentrate.
• Overall, well below what I expected. For   
 god’s sake get rid of the word ‘activists’.

Publicity and information received before 
the day
Excellent  7
Good   21
Fair   7
Poor   8
Comments
• Well informed.
• Lots of communication.
• Clear concise but slow response.
• Hoped rather then knew what would 
 happen- ie could have been more 
 information, I thought that it might be a 
 Socialist Worker event!!
• Only received an email of confirmation.
• Found little on the COGS website.
• Bit late.
• Had to phone to ask directions.
• None received.

Venue
Excellent  7
Good  20
Fair  11
Poor  7
Comments
• 4 X Beautiful place / venue was nice “so   
 inspiringly beautiful – good for the soul”
• Top Banana!
• Lovely food.
• Easy to get to.
• Managed well despite weather and being  
 in scattered workshops.
• First visit to the historic building.
• 28 X Too Cold.
• 5 X Too few toilets.
• 2 X A little cramped/crowded.
• 2 X Poor acoustics.
• Poor equipment.
• Difficult to find workshops.
• Bit disjointed because of venue.
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